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a single mother-child unit is assigned to a project to determine if a muslim woman, who has
refused to name her husband as her child's father, has valid grounds to exclude him. the

muslim woman asks for a prenuptial agreement, which the husband refuses to sign. the mother
and child are sent to a -house to help her adjust. in the background, the women discuss what
to do next. a major element in the work of pakistani filmmaker sharmeen obaid chinoy is the
deliberate or accidental inclusion of girl children. the most famous of these epics is her first

feature film, a girl in the river (1995) which charts the lives of a group of twelve-year-old girls
living in pakistan. chinoy has made several other films focusing on pakistan's under-educated
and under-represented girl population who, in her words, "are free to choose how they look or

what they choose to do but they must please no one else". chinoy believes that the inclusion of
their voices is a fundamental part of democracy and civic society, but that silence is complicit
when they are not included. it was a revolutionary idea at the time. one which gave chinoy a

platform not only to talk about the daily lives of these girls, but also challenge attitudes
towards women in general. and what made it so unique was the way chinoy used it, using her
role as a western reporter as a cover for her study of the lives of children in a poor and under-
represented culture. and there is no doubt that this has been a significant contribution to filmic

activism of the late 20th and 21st centuries. the film won the ifp spirit award for best
documentary and is included in the school library collections of schools in pakistan. the film has
also been screened at the british film institute, the national university of singapore, university
of california, berkeley and the irish film centre. it was named one of the twenty key films in the

history of world cinema and has been broadcast by the bbc.
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cx: as far as dubbing is concerned, in my experience in india, dubbing is not a big thing. people
don’t often watch dubbed movies because they don’t like the dubbed voice, and many watch
dubbed movies because they don’t know any other language. that’s why people also watch

foreign dubbed movies. but of course it’s not the same because it doesn’t sound the same. cx:
yes, for the local tv viewer, it’s very different. they mostly watch tamil movies dubbed in other
languages. the channels you mentioned, dlng and hsd, have the local content. so, it’s mainly
tamil movies in english and tamil movies in other languages. i know that when i watch tamil
movies dubbed in hindi, i feel like i’m listening to a different language. dlng and hsd deliver

content to people where they are. watch american pie presents: beta house online for free at
dailymotion.com. the film, in which some of the actors from the original ‘american pie’ made a
cameo, is available to watch online for free at dailymotion. the online videos come in both high

definition and standard definition and come from the official website. the site offers free
streaming of films, as well as a full list of all the films available to watch online. view the

american pie presents: beta house free online at zune marketplace. movies, tv episodes, music
and more are now available to purchase and download from zune marketplace. zune

marketplace is a digital media store that allows users to buy and download digital media items
such as music, movies, tv episodes and more. the site is optimized for use with microsoft’s

zune… 5ec8ef588b
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